Be an industry leader
Certify your products!
Canadian kitchen cabinets are built well
Get the credential that says so
These companies are compliant with CKCA’s Construction & Materials Testing Standards
(2017).
“We always built a better than trade standard and wanted to separate ourselves from the pack.” Glen MacDonald, President, Cabinetworks Ltd.
“To differentiate us from others (especially those who import kitchens and/or make poor quality products), to have a
selling feature (marketing tool), to increase credibility and to establish a standard for our products.” – Mike Creador,
Vice-President of Kitchen & Bath Division, Cutler Group
“We know we build a great cabinet and it is nice to have the testing to back us up on this. It gives us credibility with our
clients, especially home owners who are giving large deposits to start the order. It shows that you know what you are
doing. It also gives us one more tool in our sales tool kit that the guy down the street does not have and it made us and
our team so proud when we got the certification, it was an amazing team building experience.” – Caroline Castrucci, VicePresident Administration, Laurysen Kitchens
“MCK wanted to take that trust and confidence our clients already have and amplify to the next level by having a Canadian
Kitchen Cabinet Association certification to demonstrate this. It solidifies what we tell our clients already by having
authentic, third party testing facilities rate and grade our product so we can confidently explain why our product is
professionally certified and how that separates us from most, if not all local Kitchen manufacturers. It is important to us at
MCK, to continually grow, advance and offer everything we can and more to our customers.” – Jon Ryan, President, MCK
Kitchen & Bath
“Initially this was an initiative I started while on the CKCA board. I thought that as an organization that promotes cabinetry,
we did not have anything as a certified manufacturer to indicate that we follow a process both in construction and quality.
I also believed that this is setting our organization apart from others and it also addressed the same type of program
offered by the NKBA. I am the only manufacturer in Newfoundland who has achieved this certification.” - Harvey Short,
CEO Nuway Kitchens Ltd.
“We got certification initially to help promote the association and to be a front runner in trying to develop a Canadian
standard for the industry. We have a placard in our showroom with the certificate and it does come up in discussions with
contractors and clients.”- James Dewinetz, Vice President and Controller, Pacific Rim Cabinets
“I wanted to stand out from the competition. After reading the testing parameters I knew some competitors would never
be able to pass these tough tests. We have the logo in our showrooms and we refer to the certification and tell clients
what it is about.” - Harvey Boehlig, President Rosehill Woodcrafters

Transparency – Integrity – Quality

